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HARRY, I'VE NOTICED that 
some rallies produce a video of 
the event that is subsequently 
sold to the public. 

My question is: Do the producers of 
the video have to obtain some sort of per
mission to show, for example, a motorcy
cle manufacturer's name or logo? Is this 
somehow a trademark or license violation 
or infringement? Do the producers need 
some sort of written permission or agree
ment from, for example, Harley-Davidson 
in this case? Also, what if it's a video of 
a swap meet, where dozens of different 
bikes are depicted in the video? Are there 
any legal concerns in these scenarios? 

Thanks, 
Chad Strayer 

Chad, the videotaping of motor
cycles with brand names and 
related T-shirts is trademark 
infringement only if it causes 

consumer confusion as to the source or 
sponsorship of the rally or video that is 
being promoted. More typically, a trade
mark infringement case hinges upon the 
use of the trademark or a similar trademark 
to promote an unrelated party's product. 

Harley-Davidson could argue that the 
rally promoters are using its brand to pro-

mote their product. However, the courts 
would not likely give that argument much 
credence unless H-D can successfully 
establish that its trademark is being used 
as a "hook" to attract purchases. 

Harley-Davidson (or the other affected 
manufacturers) could possibly claim that 
the rally organizers are trying to pass 
off their product as a Harley-Davidson 
product. Harley could also claim that its 
trademark has been misappropriated. 

In the absence of actual labels that 
cause consumer confusion as to whether 
the rally or videos are Harley-Davidson 
(or other manufacturer) products or pro
motions, it is doubtful that there is a viable 
trademark or license infringement claim. 

Another potential claim would be that 
the promoters are diluting or blurring the 
distinctive characteristics of the brand. 
Harley-Davidson could potentially claim 
that the rally and videos, although not 
motorcycles or apparel, are weakening 
or tarnishing its brand identification. 

If Harley-Davidson or the other 
affected manufacturers prevail on trade
mark infringement or dilution claims, the 
manufacturer/trademark owner could 
possibly claim payment of the rally pro
moters' profits, payment for damages that 
the manufacturer's brand has suffered, 

and attorney fees/costs that the trademark 
owner incurred in bringing the lawsuit. 

Unless they are selling motorcycles 
or motorcycle-related clothing with the 
Harley label, the rally promoters are not 
selling competing products under the Har
ley-Davidson name. From the perspective 
of dollars and cents, Harley (or any other 
manufacturer) benefits financially from 
the promotion of its brand through rallies 
and videos. So I doubt that Harley-David
son is likely to go after the rally promoters 
based on the fact that the Harley label 
is prevalent on the bikes and among the 
participants who are filmed. I suspect that 
competing motorcycle companies would 
love to have that same level of free promo
tion and visibility for their own products. 

-Harry Deitzer 

Harry Deitzler is a partner in the law firm of 
Hill, Peterson, Carper, Bee and Deitzler, PLLC; 
Charleston, WV. Send questions to: harry@ 
motorcyclejustice.com 

Please Note: The information in this column 
is intended for general purposes only and is 
notto be considered legal or professional ad
vice of any kind. You should seek advice that 
is specific to your problem before taking or 
refraining from any action and should not rely 
on the information in this column. 


